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Editorial comment to ‘About “trivial” software patents:
The IsNot case’
This paper is of a somewhat different kind than the usual contributions to SCP. It concerns a timely theme which is
actively debated in public and politics, and its form and content are less close to the usual scientific papers, which have
until now appeared in SCP. Without elevating ‘discussion papers’ or ‘philosophical papers’ to a formal submission
category which is probably quite hard to specify in a satisfactory manner the idea is that this kind of paper might add
to the role that SCP can play in the software engineering community. Comments about that matter are most welcome!
It is not always obvious what constitute the most useful objectives and directions for the development of this
journal. The editors are keen to move it towards a more central position in the development of software engineering
than it currently has. Some widening of the range of acceptable papers may be useful for that purpose. The refereeing
procedure, however, is not changed. Reviewers known to the communicating editor but not known to both authors have
refereed this paper in an ordinary fashion, and that procedure is of course necessary for any forthcoming contribution
of this kind.
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